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This is a snippet from the 2nd class of Summoner School that teaches you step-by-step all the skills 
needed to win in-game. Click here for full access.

Part 2 In-Game: How to Play Your 
Role to Win

13 Gems of Advice for Better Map Awareness

Map awareness is a sixth sense. It's your ability to sense what happens around the 
map and how you should control your champion at that appropriate time.

Why is map awareness important? Look at this simple equation:

map awareness = map control

Good map awareness lets you move to the right places of Summoner's Rift. It can also 
mean you teleport at the right time, cast a global ultimate to kill an enemy or save an 
ally, safely place a ward, tower hug, or recall when needed. It means you sense enemy 
locations. Attempted ganks do not surprise you. 

Poor map control means you must turtle for safety, are 
prone to ganks, claim fewer buffs and Dragons, and farm 
less minions. The longer this goes on, the less likely you are 
to win.

How do you improve this all important skill of map 
awareness for map control?

1) It begins with your way of thinking. Do not depend on others for pings, 
mia calls, and wards at any stage of the game. Make map awareness your 
responsibility.

2) Look at your mini-map every 10 seconds to track the DP. DP stands for 
“dude potential” made famous by Jeff and Veigar from Riot. If you see 
three enemies on the mini-map, there's a dude potential of two. If you see 
zero enemies on the mini-map, there's a DP5, which means that next 
brush you walk into could have five enemies waiting there to take you to 
champion heaven (like what happened to Phreak in the following video). 
Hear Jeff and Veigar describe dude potential 
<http://www.youtube.com/watch?
feature=player_embedded&v=v_qxqKjkuug>.
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3) Minimize face-checks of brushes when the DP could kill you.

4) Ward. Use the warding advice shared in this game.

5) Always ask yourself what the champions missing in action could do to you 
should they appear where you least want them. Do the mia champion(s) 
have the potential to kill you right now? Does the jungler not having flash 
mean you are safe for one more minute while there are no further mias?

6) Approximate when the jungler ganks in the first 4 minutes. If the jungler 
starts red, the lane nearest red or mid could be ganked between 2:30 and 3 
minutes. If the jungler started on the opposite side of his jungle to you, 
expect a gank when you hit level 3 or 4. Play safe at these times.

7) Ping enemy locations. If a CV spotted the enemy jungler, ping the jungler. 
If you got ganked, ping the ganker. You know the champion is there, but 
the ping lets your team know.

8) Ping enemy paths. If you see your lane opponent leave to gank another 
lane, use three quick pings along the path you think they are on. Path-
pinging is much better than calling mia.

9) Ping enemy targets. Especially important for ganks. You want attacks 
focused on a single target. When ganking, it also helps your teammates be 
aware of your presence.

10) Be item aware. You may be safe poking the enemy, but you can get caught 
out should someone use their Shurelya's Reverie. Always press tab to see 
enemy items.

11) Be ability aware. Ashe is the perfect example of this. She can shoot her 
ultimate from any distance to stun you as the enemy team jumps to 
devour your champion soul. Another example, if there's a Fiddlesticks 
missing in action at the start of a team fight, expect to get a surprise from 
his ultimate.

12) If you have a global ultimate like Soraka or Shen, monitor the health of 
allies on the left side of your screen. If playing in a pre-made team with 
voice communication, tell your teammates to request your global ultimate 
when needed.

13) If you need to walk in or beside a brush with champions mia that can hurt 
you, use an ability to check the brush. Example abilities are: Karthus' Lay 
Waste, Dr. Mundo's Infected Cleaver, and Kennen's Thundering Shuriken. 
If an enemy was hit by your ability, you will know by either the 
cancellation of your ability's animation, appearance of the enemy, or a 
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sound that you hit the enemy.

11 Keys for Item Awareness

Item awareness is your knowledge of items owned by your team and items owned by 
the enemy team. How can this be important?

Item awareness is a game changer. It helps you target the right enemies, fight at the 
right times, and most importantly dictate your laning strategy. I've seen many 
Warwicks and Malzahars waste ults on champions with Quicksilver Sash. As I write 
this, Genja as Urgot for Moscow 5 (now Gambit Gaming) in the 2012 IEM semi-finals 
tried to initiate with a flash then ult on Hotshot's Swain only to be surprised by his 
Quicksilver Sash. Fortunately for M5, they still won.

Here's what you need to know about item awareness:

1) Look at the enemy starting items. If you're in top lane and your lane 
opponent went Boots, be aware he can chase you down, run away, or 
dodge skill shots easier than someone without Boots. If you're mid and 
your lane opponent has gone a Doran's Ring while you have a few health 
pots, harass early to push the enemy away from cs.

2) See who brought early wards. If the enemy Sona started with 3 wards and 
has 1 ward left, never mind ganking bottom early. You know she warded.

3) Every time an enemy returns to lane, make it a habit to check their items. 
Press tab or click on the champion. Pros do this every time.

4) Secretly monitor enemy warding habits by checking their items and 
champion movement. If the enemy has a ward, disappears, then reappears 
with no ward in their inventory, they warded. The best junglers track this 
when enemies return to lane. If you spot this in lane, let your jungler know 
about the ward with a message in chat (“warded here”) and ping its 
approximate location.

5) Observe defensive items throughout the game. If an enemy has all 
defensive items, you will have difficulty killing them and they will not do 
much damage. Target these guys in team fights last.

6) Observe offensive items throughout the game. Enemies who go all out 
offensive items are the champions you want to nuke.

7) Break Banshee's Veils ideally with spammable, mana-cheap abilities. You 
don't want your team's ultimates to be negated by a Banshee's Veil.

8) Be aware of enemies with Zhonya's Hourglass or Guardian's Angel that can 
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change who you target.

9) Don't be caught by Active powers of items. If you're out of position, the 
enemy can activate Youmuu's Ghostblade, Shurelya's Reverie, or Hextech 
Gunblade to quickly close the distance.

10) Know enemy stacking items. If their AD carry has Bloodthirster and they 
died in the last fight, they won't be as strong for the next fight should one 
arise before the carry's stacks return.

11) When building a penetration item, build an item with a percentage of 
penetration or flat penetration based on the enemy defensive items or a 
lack of them. See the theory of item buying section for advice to pick the 
right type of penetration.

Complete Guide to Last-Hitting to Earn Lots of Gold

Last-hitting is the act of doing damage to a minion so you kill it for gold. The gold you 
receive for minion kills increases as the game progresses.

More gold equals better items and better items win you games. That is why you need 
to read this and practice what you learn. League of Legends players glorify kills, but 
overlook the foundational skills of the last hit. You generally have the advantage 
when your cs is greater than your lane opponent.

Last-hitting at time feels like an art of random luck. There is a science you can use to 
get the most minion kills.

Two optimal outcomes exist in last-hitting that make a good game for you:

1) Maximize your gold

2) Minimize enemy gold

Concentrate on maximizing your cs then less importantly minimize enemy cs when 
the time is right. How do you accomplish these goals? With two ways.

First is achieving what I call the “minion sweet spot” where the minion waves balance 
each other just outside the range of your tower. This stops the tower from attacking 
your minions, which pushes the waves toward the enemy tower... and keeps the 
enemy at maximum distance from safety for chase-down kills and ganks.

It is generally best early-game when the only damage you deal to minions is the last 
hit. This is safest for you. Do not auto-attack or cast abilities on minions because the 
damage pushes the minion waves nearer the enemy tower making you vulnerable to 
ganks. You especially should not push the minion waves early if the enemy jungler 
can help kill you. Alistar, Lee Sin, and Shaco are powerful junglers and gankers at level 
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two. Always factor in the enemy kill potential predicting their abilities and summoner 
spells.

What if the enemy constantly attacks minions? Soon their minions will reach your 
tower making it difficult for you to last hit. Here your strategy needs to change.

Match the enemy's auto-attacks to put the minion waves outside your tower range. A 
wave usually pushes towards you when there are more enemy minions. With enough 
last-hitting practice you will feel when to damage minions to achieve the minion 
sweet spot.

A secret strategy to achieve the minion sweet spot is tanking damage. Stand outside 
your tower range then get minion aggro to absorb their attacks until your next 
minion wave arrives. This prevents tower aggro to make it easier to last hit. However, 
do not tank minion damage when either the enemy is nearby (you become an easy 
target) or you are unable to recover the lost health. With good amounts of life steal or 
spell vamp from items or runes, you can quickly recover health.

The minion sweet spot should not be your one and only goal in last-hitting. There's a 
second way to maximize your gold and minimize enemy gold!

Pros strategically attack minions to push waves towards the enemy tower. This makes 
it harder for the enemy to last hit because the player has to judge tower and minion 
damage.

You only push a minion wave when you are safe. Always factor in the enemy kill 
potential. It is dangerous being near an enemy tower when Twisted Fate can ult to 
gank or you have no escape summoner spells up. If your team wards well, you can be 
safe to push the lane, making it difficult for the enemy to last hit.

Pushing then leaving the lane lets you get Dragon control or gank another lane. Do it 
when the pay off is greater than staying in it.

A good rule of thumb when judging whether to gank is three minion waves equal a 
champion kill. If you fail to kill from ganking, you lose experience and potentially the 
gold-equivalent of a free kill by farming minions.

You know all about the psychology of minion positions and how you can use minion 
positioning to get more gold than the enemy. League of Legends players make 
common mistakes executing this advice by:

1) Excessive focus on harassment. I see players have awful cs because they 
obsess over attacking the enemy and miss last hits

2) Letting one's minion wave get tower aggro when it's easier to last hit at 
the minion sweet spot
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3) Missing minion waves for whatever reason like an attempted gank

4) Getting harassed too easily, bad lane sustain, and constantly having to 
back

Which of these mistakes do you make? The first mistake can be corrected by reading 
about it. We've already covered how to correct the second and third mistakes. The last 
is difficult to learn about and fix by yourself. To out-harass the enemy and generally 
outplay them in lane, you need to know how to pick solid champions, harass, zone, 
and buy the right items. You learn all this throughout Summoner School.

Now you have the psychology of minion positioning to get more gold and are on your 
way to correcting the four common mistakes of last-hitting. It's time to obey the laws 
of the last hit.

The first law to last hit well is to know your average ping and do what you can to 
decrease it. I play with 200 ping and can last hit fine though I always wonder how 
much easier it would be with a ping of 40. If your ping averages above 300, I feel sorry 
for you. It's a fact that higher ping makes last-hitting and any plays difficult. Factor 
the delay into last-hitting. Eventually you develop a feel for when you need to last hit 
a minion for gold.

As a general recommendation, avoid downloads and anything unnecessary that 
consumes internet and wireless bandwidth during a game. You could also research 
Internet providers in your area for the lowest ping. An Internet provider may offer a 
better service than your current one and you could save money. Aside from that, 
there's not much you can do because ping is latency - a factor of distance and 
resources between you and the server you play on.

The second law is also simple. Monitor the enemy minion who will die first then 
position yourself and time your auto-attack to do the final damage. At the bare 
foundations, these are the two laws of last-hitting.

In order to time your auto-attack to do the final damage, first note your attack 
damage and judge if that's enough to finish off the minion. It may help at the start to 
select the minion and monitor its health then compare it your attack damage to get 
yourself in the last-hitting groove.

Secondly, to last hit well on a per-champion basis you need to know the attack 
animation of your champion. Some champions like Tristana respond quickly but 
others like Anivia have slow attack animations that make it difficult to last hit. For a 
champion like Anivia, you need to allow extra time for her to auto-attack. When you 
practice last-hitting, I recommend you select a champion that feels good to you.

The theory of how to last hit is basic, yet hard to execute in different scenarios.

If you judge two minions will die at the same time, auto-attack one early to create the 
health difference. An alternative for some champions like Gangplank and Jarvan IV is 
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to auto-attack one minion then use an ability such as Parrrley or Demacian Standard 
to take out the second minion. Abilities in general are good to clear minion waves fast 
if you want to push the lane.

One common scenario players miss last hits is when enemy minions are under their 
tower. This is why it can be wise to push waves under an enemy tower. There's four 
rules to make last-hitting easier under your tower:

1) For melee minions when playing an AD champion, let the tower attack 
twice before last-hitting

2) For caster minions when playing an AD champion, let the tower attack 
once before last-hitting

3) For caster minions when playing an AP champion or others with attack 
damage below 70 like tanks and bruisers, attack once, let the tower attack, 
then last hit

4) For melee minions when playing an AP champion or others with attack 
damage below 70 like tanks and bruisers, attack once, wait for the tower to 
attack twice, then last hit

Early in the game, your attack damage on an AD champion might be too low that you 
need an extra auto-attack. Do this extra auto-attack soon as possible (like in rules 
three and four) because your attack speed could be too slow to keep up with tower 
attacks.

Overcome the problem of “just not killing a minion with an auto-attack” by having the 
right runes and masteries. It's smart to run AD runes on AD champions. The runes let 
you last hit better to help you get more gold and win the lane.

Sometimes you cannot one-hit a caster minion in bottom lane after a tower hit... but 
you have a special option. Tell your lane partner to setup the minions by auto-
attacking each one. Pros do this all the time with their partner. Though some players 
hate their lane partner even touching minions, this is simply another option if you 
want Soraka throwing the occasional banana onto minions.

When ally minions also attack enemy minions under your tower, that's the most 
difficult scenario to last hit. It's a scenario to avoid by getting the minion sweet spot 
where minions sit outside of your tower range.

My last piece of advice here for last-hitting, is what to do when you wait for minions 
to get on low-health. When there is minions or an enemy within your champion's 
range, like a washed up abusive drunken boxer your champion hits anything nearby. 
Stop this by clicking side-to-side to keep your champion moving. Constant clicking 
can keep your mind active. Another fix is to hold “s” on your keyboard when you want 
your champion still.
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A Simple Secret to Boost Gold

A secret strategy to maximize your cs is to leave your lane to kill neutral minions. 
Look for opportunities to kill neutral minions in the jungle. Mid laners can often steal 
wraiths while top and bottom lanes can either get wolves or double golems. Do it just 
once and you get yourself an extra ward that can help you get more neutral minions, 
save you from dying, or land your team a kill.

Some junglers in solo queue hate when their teammates take jungle minions so it is 
safe to ask. Slow jungle clearers and good gankers like Pantheon are well suited to 
their teammates taking neutral creeps.

If you follow this last-hitting guide in-game, aim for 7 
minions per minute. That's 105 cs at the 15-minute mark. If 
you're going hard, make it 8 minions per minute (120 cs at 
15 minutes). If you want a world-class level, go for 9 
minions per minute (135 cs at 15 minutes).

Throughout the game check the time then multiply that by 
the number of minions you want per minute to monitor how your last-hitting is going. 
It's better to realize you are last-hitting poorly at the 5-minute mark than the 15-
minute mark so you correct your mistakes quick.

Exercise: Last-hitting

Practice last-hitting in a custom game against bots. Even if you think you are pro at 
last-hitting, use the benchmarks for truth. There are a lot of scenarios you can 
practice like when your tower attacks minions. Work on achieving the minion sweet 
spot so in other games you maximize the chances of getting a gank and having the 
enemy miss cs from fear of a gank.

I just practiced csing mid as Ahri. My focus in the first five minutes was on last-hitting 
and not doing additional damage to minions. This is good training for when there's a 
threatening jungler good at early ganks. As the game progressed I moved out to steal 
enemy wraiths. Despite a disconnect (and suicide to a tower!), I got 150 cs in 15 
minutes.

Last-hitting is one skill in League of Legends you can always work on. If you or your 
team plays poorly (and it will happen), focus on last-hitting well for the rest of the 
game. The fastest improving players learn in every game.

14 Tips to Harass

Harassment in LoL pressures the enemy with damage often in small amounts. Harass 
without missing minion kills. The perfect harass is when the enemy takes damage, you 
take no damage, they miss a last hit, and you don't miss a minion. If an enemy is 
harassed down, he is prone to be zoned, miss minion kills, and lose experience.
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Harassment is a battle between you and the enemy on three fronts:

1) Health. What most players believe is harassment.

2) Mana. This applies to mana champions. If you have equal health as the 
enemy, but you have mana while they don't, you have the advantage.

3) Safety. Harassment is more advantageous when the enemy is less safe. 
Putting an enemy on low health and mana is good, but if you can keep the 
minions closer to your tower, the enemy is vulnerable to ganks or being 
chased down.

Who wins the harassment battle often wins their lane and can better win the war. 
Here are 14 tips on harassment that utilize these 3 fronts of harassment:

1) Harass when the enemy goes to last hit and you have no minions to last 
hit. This is generally the best time to harass because the enemy will be 
closest to you. If you follow only one harassment tip, make this it.

2) If your lane sustain is better than the enemy, make harassment a priority. 
Even if you exchange equal damage, with better sustain you heal and 
become ready to re-harass. You should be able to spot poor sustain after 
completing the lesson on lane sustain and understanding champion 
strengths and weaknesses.

3) On the contrary to harassing the enemy when you have better sustain, 
avoid being harassed if you have inferior sustain.

4) Intentionally push the lane or not. If you're 
confident in your ability to harass the enemy in 
lane without pushing it, do so then zone the 
enemy to reduce their cs and experience. When 
you're a melee champion, do not push because 
you cannot harass well when the enemy is 
under tower safety. Otherwise, AD carries 
benefit from pushing the lane because the 
enemy must last hit while you can move in-and-out of tower range to 
harass.

5) Know the auto-attack range and range of abilities for you and your enemy. 
Caitlyn has the highest auto-attack range at the start but Tristana's range 
is the longest come level 18. When your range is longer, often this means 
you can auto-attack once then back without getting hit. Take this into 
consideration when you go to last hit and when the enemy goes to last hit.

6) Harass at the start of a game if your jungler wants to gank soon for you. 
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This is a great way for top laners to get first blood.

7) Hit and run with abilities. Champions like Talon and Khazix deal the most 
damage within a one or two second time slot (the average time you have to 
harass) by harassing with abilities rather than auto-attacks. Renekton and 
Lee Sin can dive to the enemy, deal damage, then dash out before the 
enemy and minions deal harmful damage.

8) Auto-attack to harass when you can, but be weary of how close you and 
the enemy are to minions so you come out ahead. Many times a Kennen 
has landed his Q on me and an auto-attack while I have not touched him, 
yet I've come out ahead because the Kennen took too much minion aggro. 
Don't get hit by minions early. Their damage can make you worse off than 
damage dealt to the enemy.

9) If the enemy will get minion aggro should they attack you and you will not 
get minion aggro, you are probably in a better position to harass. Once you 
harass, most enemies try to exchange your harassment but will be worse 
off because of minion damage.

10) If you get minion aggro, back away or enter a bush to quickly stop the 
aggro.

11) If the enemy missed a skill shot or used an ability to kill a minion, that's 
one less ability to hurt you with. Consider harassing.

12) If you have a large mana pool or good mana regen, hit the enemy with an 
ability. In most cases the enemy will then attempt to harass you so be 
prepared. Do not harass with an ability if you need mana or will become 
vulnerable to death (for example, you lose your stun to escape a gank and 
the enemy has mia champions).

13) This tip is advanced to execute. If the enemy hides behind a minion to 
dodge a skill shot like Morgana's Dark Binding, last hit the protective 
minion then quickly cast your skill shot.

14) An advanced tactic to avoid minion aggro is to auto-attack harass when 
enemy caster minions start an attack. Usually you can't harass based on 
minion animation though. The right time to harass is often from a 
momentary position of the enemy.

Zoning – How to Do It and Avoid It

Zoning is map control at a micro level. A champion can zone when he has an 
advantage of greater health and damage potential that causes the enemy to be 
blocked from last-hitting and sometimes experience. Players who fail to recognize an 
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imaginary zone miss kills or get killed.

Successful zoning has you reduce the enemy's gold or experience from being distant 
to minions. It is frustrating to be zoned. You get weaker relative to the enemy each 
minion death.

Zoning is most common in top and bottom lanes because of the lane-length and 
nearby brushes. It is possible to zone in middle lane when the minions are near your 
tower, but it's less useful and difficult to maintain.

How do you zone? And secondly, how do you not get zoned?

Your ability to control space on Summoner's Rift is affected by gameplay, champion 
selection, abilities, map presence, brush control, and a few tips you are about to 
discover. Zoning in the lane phase comes from minion wave locations and 
harassment.

It is generally harder to zone with melee champs than ranged champs. Melee champs 
cannot poke. If your champ cannot out damage or out sustain, you will struggle to 
zone.

Abilities also affect zoning. Each ability has its own zone. The greater number of 
ability zones you are in, the greater risk you are at receiving dangerous damage. When 
Ashe reaches level 6, her ultimate against good players makes them back off just 
enough so they can react to the zone created by her Enchanted Crystal Arrow.

Below is an image of the threatening zones created by a support Leona in bottom lane.

If Leona at level 1 gets Shield of Daybreak, which is her melee stun, her zone is limited 
to melee range. When Leona gets Zenith Blade, she can dash to a target, temporarily 
immobilizing them. Her zone is now larger seen as the second largest zone in the 
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image. When Leona gets her ultimate, her zone further grows.

One champion in bottom lane will often zone the enemy by standing in a lane brush. 
The other who last-hits should then stand near enemy minions to last hit and harass 
the enemy should they come close to either of you. A good support safely zones the 
enemy as much as possible.

Map presence affects how you zone and get zoned. A mia jungling Shaco is enough to 
instill fear and create zones around the fog of war. Champions disrespectful of a zone 
created by missing junglers are vulnerable to ganks. You can stop enemy map 
presence with wards. You can establish map presence by getting green wards, pink 
wards, and an Oracle to clear wards so you avoid appearing on the enemy map. Too 
many junglers make their location known by wandering through lanes, thus removing 
their fog-of-war zones.

With regards to the specific mechanics of zoning in lane, 
veteran LoL players know how minion waves work. If you 
have more minions, eventually they push the lane towards 
the enemy tower. Should the wave reach the tower, the 
tower destroys the minions and pushes the waves back to 
your closest tower. If you deal more minion damage than 
the enemy, the minions gradually get closer to the enemy's 
side of the map. Back and forth this happens until the game 

ends.

Zoning takes place when you can attack the minions and the enemy cannot attack 
theirs. This means the first part of the equation to zone is to keep minion waves on 
your side of the map.

The second part is getting the enemy to kill-able health. Do this by following the 
harassment tips in this guide. On rare occasions, the second part of zoning can be 
achieved against a full health enemy by having the threat of burst potential.

Look at the diagram below of Warwick on the purple team achieving the minion sweet 
spot and zoning Jarvan IV.
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Warwick's zone is created by his ultimate and only possible when Jarvan is on low-
health. If Warwick was not level 6, his zone would be smaller. When zoning in top lane 
like bottom lane, hide in the lane brush to protect yourself from enemy poke then 
reappear to last hit minions or attack the enemy. Warwick should capitalize on the 
zone by walking to the minions when he needs a last hit then continue to zone. If 
Warwick misses minion kills, he is no better off than the zoned Jarvan aside from an 
experience difference.

That is the fundamentals of how to zone. Simple yet very effective.

To not get zoned, follow three principles. Firstly, you want to be better off with health 
and mana than the enemy after harassment and factoring in sustain. You can still get 
zoned when both of you are on equal health. An enemy like Vladimir quickly 
regenerates health while you may fail to recover.

Secondly, get the minion waves colliding outside your tower range (the minion sweet 
spot), but not under the tower such that it then attacks minions and pushes the waves 
back to the enemy tower. The sweet spot makes you safe from non-tower-diving 
ganks, makes the enemy vulnerable to ganks, gives you the best chance to last hit 
minions, and lets you zone.

Thirdly, get vision of the area you don't want to go near with wards. A ward will not 
stop all zone attempts, but it will help when zoned and are unsure of enemy locations.

For extra visuals of zones along with extra tips to zone and not be zoned, watch 
Shurelia's zoning tutorial at: <http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=0kxGQ3gWdrM>. 
She has an interesting voice!

How to Gank

A gank is most successful when your team gets a kill. It can also be successful if the 
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enemy burns a summoner spell like flash when the ally you gank for did not cast his. 
Though you didn't get a kill in this second case, it sets up the enemy for a kill.

When enemies have their summoner spells on cooldown, consider ganking them 
again. You can often snowball your ally in lane this way.

This brings us to the first rule of how to gank: knowing if you should gank. If you get 
nothing from a gank, it can seem like no big deal, but you will have lost gold from not 
farming. If you jungle, it makes you prone to lose buffs and get counter-jungled.

The most common decider of whether to gank a lane is if you can kill. At times you 
need to gank to relieve pressure from your teammate. Often though, you gank to 
slaughter the enemy so the reward of ganking is greater than the cost. Calculate if you 
can kill with a gank by weighing up several factors:

• Does the enemy have summoner spells up? Ask if you don't know

• Can you gank without being seen? Ask for where the enemy warded

• Does the ally have his ultimate up? Check for the green dot on the left-side of 
your hud

• Is the enemy pushed?

• Is the enemy on low or kill-able health?

• Does your teammate in lane have an ability or two to lockdown the enemy? 
Crowd control abilities make it easier to kill on ganks

• Will you lose an objective like a buff, Dragon, or Baron by ganking?

That's a lot of questions to ask yourself over something you have probably thought 
little about. The more you keep these in mind aside from just seeing “the lane is 
pushed so I'm gonna gank”, you will play more consistent.

If you decide it is best to gank, push your lane to minimize gold lost (if you're laning 
and not the jungler) then take the route most likely to get a kill. The best route 
depends on your champion, where the enemy warded, and where the enemy is in 
lane. Sometimes you also need to consider how the enemy can escape.

When ganking bottom lane, most champions can gank from three paths seen in the 
image below: 1) the lane brush, 2) river, and 3) tri-bush near Dragon. Some champions 
like Fiddlesticks and Amumu with good distance closers can gank from the purple 
team's tri-bush.
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Gank routes for bottom lane

Middle lane has the most gank routes. You can gank from: 1) directly up your lane, 2) 
river brushes, and 3) sides of the enemy jungle. When ganking mid, it's best the route 
you take lets you get to the enemy as soon as possible because the enemy has multiple 
escape routes.

Basic gank routes for middle lane

One option not shown in the image above because of its rarity is to gank from either 
wraith camp. Fiddlesticks and Shaco shine at this while others are better off ganking 
from an alternate route.
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As for top lane, it has the same gank routes as bottom lane only in reverse. Gank 
routes include: 1) the lane brush, 2) river, and 3) tri-bush near baron. Like bottom, 
champions like Nocturne with good distance closers can gank from the tri-bush near 
blue.

That Was Just a Small Sample of 
What You Learn in Summoner School

When you signup to Summoner School, you discover:

• 2 laws to handle trolls so they don’t ruin your game (some trolls have even 
become my friend after obeying these two tips)

• 7 ways to counter-pick… and have the enemy feel hopeless 10 minutes into 
the game

• The simple breakthrough model that helps you position and target like a pro 
in every fight so you get kills and stay alive (You are guaranteed to love using 
this in each fight)

• 3 rules that show you know when to fight and when to run… Also discover 
when to push towers, farm, or join your team to fight (pick your fights wisely 
and you will always win them)

• How to handle abuse the right way… you will feel good about yourself and 
reduce haters (powerful advice to also use at work, school, and other offline 
places)

• 3 FREE tools that help you play better all the time

• How to think your way to higher divisions and tiers (inside the mind of the 
world’s best LoL player)

• And a lot more...

If you're sick of losing in League of Legends because of bad teammates, learn how to 
win even with noobs on your team by signing up to Summoner School at 
http://www.lolguides.com/r/affiliate.php?nickname=-8-YourAffID-8-
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